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ABSTRACT Cyberspace mimic defense (CMD) is an active defense theory that has emerged in recent
years. By dynamically constructing and scheduling multiple executors, the CMD can not only effectively
defend against security threats caused by unknown cyberspace weaknesses, but also improve the present
situation of information asymmetry between attackers and defenders in cyberspace. However, as one of the
key technologies of the CMD, the scheduling strategy algorithm still needs to be improved in real-time
security, reliability, and universality, which has restricted the development and large-scale deployment of
the CMD. To solve this problem, we propose an optimal seed scheduling strategy algorithm (OSSSA) in this
paper. After using continuous-time Markov processes to mathematically analyze the model of the mimic
defense system in cyberspace, we introduce the key factors and their evaluation methods that affecting the
CMD defense performance in the OSSSA, then propose a reliable working mechanism of the OSSSA.
Furthermore, we present an evaluation method that can effectively evaluate the defense performance of
the scheduling algorithms. Experimental results from software simulations and real experiments show that
the OSSSA has better real-time defense performance than the current mainstream scheduling strategy
algorithms, and can adapt to different practical application scenarios, which is helpful to the further
development of the CMD.

INDEX TERMS Cyberspace mimic defense, cyber security, feedback mechanism, scheduling algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Our daily life has become more and more dependent on the
Internet, which makes cyberspace one of the most important
spaces for our social functions and activities [1]. Unfor-
tunately, however, cyberspace is facing increasing security
risks, which seriously affects the social order. For example,
the power grid of Ukrainian was hacked in 2015 [2] and
caused awidespread impact at that time. After that, many seri-
ous security incidents have occurred one after another, such
as the billions of Yahoo user data were leaked in 2016 [3],
the CPU of Intel has been found a serious underlying
vulnerability in 2018 [4], the cyberattacks that forced
a U.S. natural gas operator to shut down its compression
facilities in 2020 [5], and the prevalence of ransomware
such as WannaCry, Bad Rabbit, and GanCrab [6]. All these
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information security incidents have one thing in common:
the information system or software itself has unknown
weaknesses, including vulnerabilities, backdoors, viruses,
and Trojan horses [7].

In cyber security, the traditional static defense technolo-
gies such as firewall [8], intrusion detection [9], intru-
sion prevention [10], vulnerability scanning [11] can hardly
defend the cyberattacks that effectively utilize the unknown
weaknesses of network components. To change the situa-
tion of information asymmetry between network attackers
and defenders, moving target defense (MTD), as represen-
tative active defense technology, has become a hot research
technology and received high expectation from scholars as
well [12]–[14]. Briefly speaking, MTD introduces dynamics
in order to increase the uncertainty of the network surface.
It offsets the information advantage of cyberspace attackers
by increasing their attack complexity and attack costs. How-
ever, with further research on MTD, the inherent problems
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of this mechanism have gradually emerged: it is difficult
for MTD to meet the performance requirements of defense
coverage, MTD is timeliness and uncontrolled [15], and the
frequent changes may have a certain impact on the system
performance at the same time [16]. In addition, [17] also
pointed out that MTD may have the problem of blindness,
inefficiency, and unverifiability.

Facing the huge security risks caused by unknown vul-
nerabilities in cyberspace, as well as the low efficiency
and insufficient security of MTD mentioned above, Chinese
Academician Wu Jiangxing proposed an innovative active
defense theory and mechanism called Cyberspace Mimic
Defense (CMD) in 2016 [18]. This active defense theory
is called cyberspace mimic defense for it is inspired by
the mimicry phenomenon in nature, in which one creature
imitates the appearance and behavior of another creature to
obtain survival benefits [19].

Based on the premise that ‘‘the probability of peo-
ple with different shortcomings making the same mis-
take while performing the same task independently at the
same time is extremely low’’ [19], this theory designs a
core defense mechanism: Dynamic Heterogeneous Redun-
dancy (DHR) [18]. In this mechanism, a mimic defense
system contains multiple redundant heterogeneous execu-
tors Ei (i = 1,2,3,. . . ,m) that can realize the same network
function, and each executor in the system is built by differ-
ent hardware and software components. When the system
is running, it selects n (n≤m) executors based on a certain
scheduling strategy at each scheduling moment to form an
online executors set, and then obtains the final output of the
entire mimic defense system according to the independent
working process of each online executor.

For the components of different executors are different,
a specific network attack that utilizes a certain vulnerability
in an online executor is usually can not affect the rest online
executors. For this reason, after adopting the majority voting
mechanism, that mimic defense systemwill not be affected by
that attack and will return a correct result, which can actively
defend against network attacks. Actually, CMD can defend
against most of the network attacks except the resource con-
sumption attacks represented by DDoS attacks. For example,
CMD can effectively defend against the attacks that utilize the
unknown vulnerabilities or reserved backdoors of the operat-
ing system in order to obtain system permissions; the attacks
that exploit the vulnerabilities in programming languages; the
hijacking and cache poisoning to the domain name servers.
Although CMD requires more hardware and software costs
than traditional active defense and static defense technolo-
gies, it can effectively defend against the network attacks
launched by unknown vulnerabilities, backdoors and Trojan
horses in the network, so it can endow inherent security
characteristic to high-value network targets at the same time.
At present, CMD has been applied in many important net-
work fields such as web server [20]–[22], software-defined
network [23], cloud service [24], DNS server [25],
and so on.

Undoubtedly, any kind of defense mechanism is not abso-
lutely safe, CMD is no exception. By spending huge costs to
continuously attack online executors, the network attackers
can obtain enough information from the majority of online
executors and finally breach the mimic defense system.
This kind of attack method is called coordinated attacks by
related researchers [17], [22], [26]. In addition, Advanced
Persistent Threat (APT) [27] has always been a huge chal-
lenge for many active defense methods including MTD
and CMD. Cyberspace attackers can learn the system infor-
mation through long-term network detection and informa-
tion collection, and then they are able to launch more
targeted network attacks on the mimic defense system. In the
face of these security threats, the scheduling mechanism in
CMD determines when and how to select a part of redundant
executors in the executors resource pool to reasonably form
an online executors set, and has become the key to whether
the mimic defense mechanism can actively defend against
the security threat caused by unknown network vulnerabili-
ties. A scheduling algorithmwith perfect performance should
have the ability to effectively reduce the risk of coordinated
attacks and APT faced by the entire mimic defense system.

We deeply research the scheduling strategy in CMD. Spe-
cially, the main contributions by us are as follows:

(1) We analyze the key factors that affect the security per-
formance of the mimic defense system, and propose the cal-
culationmethods to evaluate them.Wemodel a general mimic
defense system, then analyze the key evaluation indicators
of dynamic scheduling by introducing a continuous-time
Markov process, and propose a specific quantitative calcu-
lation method for these indicators. The proposal of these key
factors and their evaluation methods provides a mathemati-
cally effective way of thinking for the academic community
to further study the scheduling mechanism of mimic defense
theory.

(2) We present a complete and reasonable feedback mech-
anism. This mechanism is able to mark the working states
of the executors and evaluate their real-time security per-
formance by specific calculation methods. Furthermore,
the feedback mechanism presented by us provides critical
real-time information for the scheduling decision process,
which helps the scheduling strategy algorithm to obtain an
online executors set with better security performance.

(3) We propose an optimal seed scheduling strategy
algorithm (OSSSA), which can obtain a high reliability and
security online executors set at each scheduling moment.
OSSSA comprehensively considers the initial performance
and the real-time security performance of each executor
and the heterogeneity between the executors, so it is able
to maximize the endogenous defense performance of the
DHR mechanism in mimic defense.

(4) We present an evaluation method including multi-
ple real-time security indicators for scheduling algorithms.
How to effectively verify the actual performance of differ-
ent scheduling strategy algorithms in different application
scenarios has always been a research focus in academia.
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We put forward the meaning of reliability and anti-attack
performance in scheduling strategy algorithms, and give a
general evaluation method as well.

The structure of the rest sections of this article is as
follows. Section II introduces the related work of our
research. Section III first gives a model of a typical mimic
defense system, then introduces a continuous-time Markov
process to analyze the working states of the mimic defense
system. On this basis, section IV proposes an optimal seed
scheduling strategy algorithm, and gives a detailed introduc-
tion to its key design factors and phased working process.
Section V verifies the effectiveness and advancement of the
OSSSA proposed in this paper by conducting software simu-
lations and real experiments. In the last section, we summa-
rize our work and give prospects for future study.

II. RELATED WORK
Due to the key role of scheduling mechanism in cyberspace
mimic defense, it is a focus problem in cyber security. In gen-
eral, the research on scheduling mechanism can be clas-
sified into two aspects: timing and strategy, or when and
how. The scheduling timing focuses on when to carry out
dynamic scheduling, and the scheduling strategy focuses on
how to carry out dynamic scheduling. As for the research
on scheduling timing, there have been substantial academic
results [17], [28], [29], so it is not the core issue of this article.

Compared with the scheduling timing that emphasizes
the cost and efficiency, the scheduling strategy that empha-
sizes the defense effect is a more critical problem in CMD.
A reasonable scheduling strategy algorithm can not only
limit the opportunities for vulnerabilities to be exposed and
exploited, but also disrupt the attack process [19]. In the field
of scheduling strategy, the related algorithms can be roughly
divided into three categories: complete randomness, based on
differences or historical confidence, combining differences
and historical confidence. In the rest of this section, we will
deep analyze and evaluate them.

A. COMPLETE RANDOMNESS
In the field of scheduling strategy, Academician Wu
Jiangxing proposed a completely random scheduling strat-
egy algorithm in [18], which generates online executors set
through a completely random method. This strategy has
strong randomness and low algorithm complexity, so it has
been widely used [30]–[32]. However, the completely ran-
dom strategy has some natural flaws. It may easily schedule
the executors that have the same unknown vulnerabilities,
which will cause the defense system to be easily broken
by network attackers; Besides, the scheduling of the mimic
defense system under this strategy can not be managed and
controlled by network managers.

B. BASED ON DIFFERENCES OR HISTORICAL
CONFIDENCE
Designing a scheduling strategy that can both improve the
security of the system and ensure the low complexity of the

strategy is a research hotspot in this field. To be specific,
this kind of algorithms achieve this goal by considering the
differences between the executors or introducing historical
confidence in them. Liu et al. [33] proposed a random seed
scheduling strategy algorithm (RSSSA) based on the min-
imum similarity between online executors. This algorithm
randomly selects an executor as the seed executor and then
schedules an executors set with the smallest similarity. On this
basis, Jiexin Zhang et al. [34] applied the RSSSA to the
web server and improved it by considering the heterogeneity
between executors and their respective web server quality.
Besides, Wang et al. [35] proposed a scheduling strategy
based on Bayesian Stackelberg game theory. Under the web
server scenario, this algorithm can obtain the online executors
set that maximizes the security gain of the defense side by cal-
culating the difference between online and offline executors
set. In [36], Qingqing Zhang et al. added an analyzer in the
mimic defense system to learn the historical information of
each executor, and then scheduled the executors dynamically
according to the results from the analysis and the evolution-
ary game theory. In addition, Yang et al. [37] proposed a
strategy algorithmwith feedback capability, which calculated
the scheduling probability of executors according to a history
information table. They verified the defense performance of
their algorithm by designing simulated collision experiments.
In general, the scheduling strategies proposed in [33]- [35]
are able to improve the security of mimic defense system by
quantifying the differences between the executors in different
ways. Moreover, the scheduling strategy in [36] and [37] is
able to utilize the historical confidence of the executors to
improve the system security to some extent.

However, the scheduling strategies that based on the dif-
ferences have determined the scheduling executors set at the
time of initialization and will not change it, and the schedul-
ing strategies that considering the historical confidence of
the executors ignore the heterogeneity in the theory of CMD.
Therefore, this kind of low complexity scheduling strategies
are not able to meet the high-security requirements under
some practical scenarios.

C. COMBINING DIFFERENCES AND HISTORICAL
CONFIDENCE
The theory of CMD has enormous potential in security
performance, while many practical network scenarios need
reliable network security. Therefore, many researchers both
consider the differences between the executors and the
historical confidence in their scheduling strategies, which
can further improve the defense capability of the system.
Wu et al. [38] introduced historical confidence in the RSSSA
in order to improve the security of the mimic defense system.
They selected the seed executor from the executors which
historical confidence satisfy the threshold. However, they
did not give a specific calculation method for the histori-
cal confidence, which limits the integrity of this algorithm.
Zhang et al. [39] proposed a dynamic scheduling strategy
based on the normal distribution, which calculated the
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scheduled probability by comprehensively considering the
online duration and security of executors, and standardized
the scheduling probability to the normal distribution. How-
ever, this scheduling strategy algorithm lacks a scientific basis
to prove that an executor is more dangerous while its online
duration is longer. Gao et al. [40] proposed a scheduling strat-
egy based on the heterogeneity and the security coefficient of
the executors set, but the security coefficient is simply calcu-
lated by factor scaling, which is not reliable. Focusing on the
historical confidence of the executors over a period of time
and the heterogeneity between the executors, Zhang et al. [41]
proposed an optimal scheduling algorithm. They evaluated
the historical confidence of the executors by setting a sliding
window, which can effectively improve the operating effi-
ciency of the algorithm and the security of the system under
non-uniform distributed cyber attacks. Moreover, by intro-
ducing dynamic game theory into the scheduling strategy,
Chen et al. [42] proposed a strategy that can balance the
defense costs and system security. In this strategy, the number
of executors will be dynamically adjusted according to the
historical strategies of the attackers, which can reduce the
defense cost of the system.

In general, the mainstream scheduling strategy algorithms
in mimic defense are designed from different aspects, and
they all have certain feasibility and scope of application.
These scheduling strategy algorithms, however, still fail to
design from the perspective of effectively improving the
security performance of the entire mimic defense system
under different scenarios, and are unable to comprehensively
consider the randomness, real-time security, and universality,
making CMD still facing huge challenges brought by coordi-
nated attacks and APT.

III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF MIMIC DEFENSE
SYSTEM
In CMD, the design of the scheduling strategy algorithm
will be affected by multiple components of the entire mimic
defense system, which is a global problem. From this per-
spective, when designing the algorithm, we should refine
the key factors and evaluation indicators of the scheduling
strategy algorithm from the overall mimic defense system,
so as to design a reliable scheduling strategy algorithm that
can fully exploit the security potential of the mimic defense
system. This section first builds the structure of a typical
mimic defense system and introduces the working principle
of it, and then uses continuous-timeMarkov process to model
and analyze the working state of the mimic defense system.

A. STRUCTURE AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE MIMIC
DEFENSE SYSTEM
As shown in Fig. 1, a typical mimic defense system has
the following modules: input agent, executors resource set,
scheduling controller, online executors set, and output agent.
To better explain how a typical mimic defense system works,
we first state the roles of these modules and their information
interaction processes in the system.

FIGURE 1. A typical structure of mimic defense system.

1) INPUT AGENT
The input agent is the data received module of the mimic
defense system, which is responsible for receiving data from
clients, copying these data and distributing them to each
executor contained in the online executors set.

2) EXECUTORS RESOURCE SET
Executors resource set is a set in logic. It contains multiple
executors that can realize the same network function. These
executors are built in different ways in different layers, such
as operating system, network protocol, and application soft-
ware. For this reason, these executors are dynamic, heteroge-
neous, and redundant.

3) SCHEDULING CONTROLLER
Scheduling controller is the key module to ensure that
the mimic defense system can actively defend against the
unknown network weaknesses. According to the real-time
information of each executor, scheduling controller decides
when and how to get the online executors set from the execu-
tors resource set.

4) ONLINE EXECUTORS SET
Online executors set is a logical set of scheduled executors.
Each executor in it will process the data distributed by the
input agent independently, and then sends the result to the
output agent individually.

5) OUTPUT AGENT
Based on the independent output from each online executor,
the voting strategy contained in the output agent is able to
obtain the final output of the whole mimic defense system.
After that, the output agent will return it to the corresponding
client.

In this article, the symbols used to represent the basic
elements of the scheduling mechanism in CMD and their
respective meanings are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. The meaning of the symbols in the scheduling mechanism.

After building the structure of a typical mimic defense sys-
tem, we describe the complete working process of it. At each
scheduling moment, scheduling controller will schedule So
from Sr , which is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Besides, Fig. 2(b)
illustrates the whole process after the mimic defense system
receives the data from a client.

FIGURE 2. Complete working process of the mimic defense system.
(a) Scheduling process. (b) Data processing of the system.

In a typical working process of mimic defense system,
the input agent will simple copy the data and distribute
them to each executor in the online executor set So =
{Eoi|i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n}, which is obtained by scheduling
controller based on certain scheduling strategy from DHR
executors resource pool Sr = {Ei|i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m}. When
each online executor Eo1, Eo2,. . . , Eon receives the data sent
from the input agent, it will independently obtain its running
result output1, output2,. . . , outputn, and then sends to the
output agent. After that, the output agent will obtain the
final output of the mimic defense system from output set α
according to a certain voting strategy.

B. CONTINUOUS-TIME MARKOV PROCESS OF THE
MIMIC DEFENSE SYSTEM
Based on the model of mimic defense system, we can further
clarify the working states and their mutual changes of the
mimic defense system through system analysis, which can
help us to learn how to keep the entire system in a security
state. Among many system analysis tools such as Unified
Modeling Language, Finite State Machine, Petri net, data
diagram, data dictionary, Petri net [43] use places, transitions,
directed arcs, and orders to clarify the structure and function
of the system, having strong ability in reliability and security
modeling [44]. Academician Wu has established a detailed
and specific generalized stochastic Petri net (GSPN) model
for the mimic defense system in his work [45]. Based on his
study, and since the reachable graph of the GSPN is isomor-
phic with the continuous-time Markov chain [46], we can
utilize the continuous-time Markov process to quantitatively
analyze the system states. Different from the [45] focuses on
how to prove the effectiveness of the CMD, our mathematical
analysis aims to study how to design a scheduling strat-
egy algorithm to improve the security of the mimic defense
system.

Generally speaking, if an executor is breached by the
network attackers, it can not produce the correct output.
We call this working state as ‘‘abnormal state’’ in our studies.
Besides, the meaning of ‘‘normal state’’ in this article is the
correct output in accordance with known experience. Before
the analysis, we make two reasonable assumptions in the con-
text of continuous-time: the specific moments when different
online executors changed to abnormal state are different even
if they are compromised by the same network attack, because
different online executors are independent and have differ-
ent running speeds; the specific moments when abnormal
executors are restored to normal state are different. Based on
these two assumptions, we set the state space of the mimic
defense system to S = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m} according to the
number of abnormal executors in the mimic defense system
at time t. The definition of the Markov process is: if the state
at time t is known, then whatever the state before time t is,
it has no effect on predicting the state of the system after
time t [47]. Obviously, the mimic defense system with the
state space S has Markov property. Besides, under the two
assumptions mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph,
the mimic defense system can only transfer its state from i to
(i + 1) or (i − 1), or just remains unchanged in a very short
time, so it belongs to the birth and death process.

After the above analysis, we can use the relevant math-
ematical methods of the continuous-time Markov birth and
death process to calculate the stationary distribution of each
state of the mimic defense system.

Assuming that the number of executors is m. According
to [17], within time 1t, the executors change from normal
state to abnormal state following a Poisson process with an
intensity of λ. Besides, assuming that the probability of each
executor returning from abnormal state to normal state in
time 1t is µ1t+o(1t). Recording ξ (t) as the number of
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abnormal executors in the mimic defense system at time t,
then ξ = {ξ (t), t > 0} is a time-homogeneous Markov chain,
the state space S ={0, 1, 2, . . . ,m}, and the transition proba-
bility function of ξ is:

Pij(1t)

=



iµ1t +1t, j = i− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
λ1t +1t, j = i+ 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1,
−[λ+ iµ+ o(1t)], 0 ≤ i = j ≤ m− 1,
−mµ+ o(1t), i = j = m,
o(1t), else,

(1)

where i or j is taken from the state space S, and represents
a specific state of the system. Therefore, we are able to get
the transfer rate matrix Q of ξ as formula (2), as shown at the
bottom of the page.

Based on the transfer rate matrix Q of the birth and death
process ξ , the stationary distribution of each state of the
mimic defense system can be calculated as (3):

πj =
1
j!
(
λ

µ
)j[

M∑
i=0

1
i!
(
λ

µ
)i]−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ M . (3)

In addition, since ξ is a non-periodic irreducible closed set,
its limit distribution is the same as the stationary distribution.

IV. OPTIMAL SEED SCHEDULING STRATEGY ALGORITHM
We propose a reliable scheduling algorithm called optimal
seed scheduling strategy algorithm. The OSSSA contains key
factors refined from the continuous-time Markov process,
which can effectively improve the reliability and real-time
security of the mimic defense system. In this section, we first
introduce how we refine these key factors, and give their
meanings and calculation methods in detail. After that,
we introduce the mechanism and working process of the
OSSSA by text describing, the introduction of the OSSSA
functional modules, and algorithm flow. At the end of this
section, we propose a general evaluation method for the
reliability and security testing of the scheduling strategy
algorithms.

A. KEY FACTORS IN THE OSSSA
In the quantitative analysis of the continuous-time Markov
process, we find that in order to ensure the entire mimic
defense system having the ability to get correct output,
the value of π0,π1,. . . ,π n−1

2
should be increased, or the

probability of the other states should be decreased. For this
reason, when designing the scheduling strategy algorithm
with high-reliability and high-security, we should try to
reduce λ in the stationary distribution (3), or increase µ
from the perspective of security. Actually, different redundant
heterogeneous executors have different performance, and net-
work attackers can use the same network weakness between
different executors to launch coordinated attacks. Therefore,
the scheduling strategy algorithm should give priority to
scheduling the executors with better performance and more
suitable for specific application scenarios, or avoid schedul-
ing the executors with insufficient differences in software and
hardware components at the same time, so as to achieve the
design goal of reducing λ in the stationary distribution (3).
We use the initial performance of the executor and the het-
erogeneity between the executors to quantify these two design
ideas. Besides, the parameter µ represents the probability of
each executor returning from an abnormal state to a normal
state within a certain time. So we can introduce a reasonable
mechanism called feedback mechanism to schedule offline
the abnormal online executors, which can effectively increase
the value µ in (3) by allowing the network managers to have
enough time to repair or replace the abnormal executors.

Through the above analysis, we have refined three key fac-
tors in the OSSSA that are able to improve the reliability and
security of the mimic defense system: the initial performance
of the executor, the heterogeneity between the executors, and
a reasonable feedback mechanism. In the next part, we will
introduce their meanings and evaluation methods in detail.

1) INITIAL PERFORMANCE
In CMD, it is necessary to construct multiple executors with
the same network function through different software and
hardware components. These executors are heterogeneous
with each other, redundant in number, reconfigurable in
logic, so their initial performance are not the same. Gener-
ally, different executors show different initial performance in
three main aspects: different security performance, different
running performance, and different compatibility to specific
application scenarios. Taking DNS servers as an example,
the number of vulnerabilities in different DNS software
that can be queried on Common Vulnerabilities&Exposures
(CVE) is shown in Table 2 (the query date is Oct. 30, 2020).

In terms of the stress test, after performing a stress test
of 57,600 queries on different DNS servers, the results are
shown in Table 3.

Q =



−λ λ 0 0 0 0
µ −(λ+ µ) λ 0 0 0
0 2µ −(λ+ 2µ) λ 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...

0 0 0 (m− 1)µ −(m− 1)λ λ

0 0 0 0 mµ −mµ


(2)
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TABLE 2. Number of announced vulnerabilities in different DNS software.

TABLE 3. Stress test of different DNS servers.

In addition, as shown in Table 4, different DNS software
support different functions according to Wikipedia.

TABLE 4. Functions supported by different DNS software.

Table 2-4 have clearly shown that different executors
have different performances, which will undoubtedly affect
the working efficiency and security performance of the
entire system. For this reason, when an executor is added
to the DHR executors resource pool for initialization,
the OSSSA will give it a performance value according to
the testing results. In addition, we can also find that the
data types and value ranges of different testing properties
are different. So we propose to use TOPSIS (Technique for
Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) [49] to
calculate these different properties, and obtain a performance
evaluation result Sp that falls into interval [0,1].

Besides, in different practical application scenarios, there
will be some specific requirements or preferences for the
executors, such as compiled language, computing speed,
operating system, etc. In order to prioritize the executors
that are more suitable for practical application scenarios,
we propose to introduce a manual evaluation indicator Sm
that set by the network managers and falls into interval [0,1].
We obtain the final initial performance evaluation S iper of each
executor Ei according to formula (4):

S iper = 100× (wpS ip + wmS
i
m), (4)

where wp and wm represent the weight of S ip and S im
respectively, which can be set and changed by the network
managers. The introduction of wp and wm can enhance the
flexibility of the algorithm and allow theOSSSA to be applied
in more specific application scenarios. It is worth noting that
the weights in the calculation formulas mentioned in this
article can be manually managed by the network managers
for these two purposes.

2) HETEROGENEITY
Heterogeneity means that two functionally equivalent execu-
tors are different in structural design [26]. The redundant

executors in the mimic defense system need to have enough
differences in structure, so that different online executors will
not be successfully breached for the same network weakness
and the λ in the formula (3) can be decreased. The differences
include not only software, such as applications, the protocols
in the different layers, types of operating systems, types of
compiled languages, etc., but also the underlying hardware.
As shown in Table 5, multiple network levels of the web
server can be different in implementation. Without consid-
ering interface compatibility, the data in Table 5 alone can
provide up to 400 implementation plans for the formation of
an executor:

TABLE 5. Optional structural differences of a mimic web server system.

Generally speaking, the greater the heterogeneity between
two executors, the greater the structural differences between
the two executors, and the less likely it is to be breached by
the same cyberspace attackers. Considering that CMD is a
cyberspace security theory, and each executor is composed
of multiple software and hardware components, we evalu-
ate the vulnerabilities of each mimic network component
layer between the two executors to obtain their heterogeneity.
The relevant factors for the evaluation of heterogeneity are
defined as follows.

a: VULNERABILITY EVALUATION OF EACH MIMIC
COMPONENT LAYER
The multiple component layers in CMD are called mimic
component layers because they can be implemented in
different manners. For example, the web servers listed
in Table 5 have four alternative mimic component layers.
When making a fine-grained evaluation of the heterogene-
ity between two redundant executors, we first evaluate the
known vulnerabilities of each mimic component layer in each
executor Ei:

S ilh =
qil∑
k=1

eilk , (5)

where S ilh represents the vulnerability evaluation Sh of the
mimic component layer l of the executor Ei, qil represents
the number of known vulnerabilities in the mimic component
layer l of the executor Ei, which can be learned in CVE,
eilk represents threat score of the vulnerability k in the mimic
structure layer l of the executor Ei, which can be obtained
through the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS).

b: HETEROGENEITY EVALUATION OF THE MIMIC
COMPONENT LAYER
In the same mimic defense system, the number and the divi-
sion standard of mimic component layers in each redundant
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executor are the same. So after calculating S ilh , the degree of
structural differences between two mimic components in the
same layer l can be reflected by known vulnerabilities:

Hijl = 1−
(S ilh + S

jl
h )S

ijl
h

2S ilh S
jl
h

, (6)

where S ijlh represents the evaluation of the same vulnera-
bilities that exist in the mimic component layer l between
executors Ei and Ej, Hijl represents the heterogeneity of the
mimic component layer l between redundant executors Ei
and Ej.
The formula of the heterogeneity Hij between redundant

executor Ei and Ej is as follows:

Hij =
L∑
i=1

wlHijl . (7)

Among them, wl represents the importance of the mimic
component layer l, it can be set by the network managers.
wl naturally satisfies the following relationship:

L∑
l=1

wl = 1. (8)

3) FEEDBACK MECHANISM
As mentioned in the previous mathematical analysis,
the security state of each executor may be changed at any
time. To express this phenomenon and indicate the real-time
security of the executors well, the scheduling algorithm needs
to set a feedback indicator Sfb for each executor in Sr . A rea-
sonable feedback mechanism is able to make the previous
successful attacks launched by network attackers unable to
succeed again for a period of time.Moreover, that mechanism
allows the network managers have enough time to repair the
vulnerabilities or backdoors exposed by previous successful
attacks, so that the µ in the stationary distribution (3) will be
effectively increased.

Although the introduction of a feedback mechanism into
the scheduling strategy algorithm is of great help to improv-
ing the defense performance of the mimic defense system,
it is pity that there is still lacking a reliable feedback mech-
anism in the field of mimic defense scheduling algorithms.
For example, Wu proposed a qualitative setting standard for
feedback indicator in [26], but he did not give a specific
quantitative setting method; Gao et al. simply increase or
decrease the feedback index value by the same factor in [40],
which is disable to effectively reflect the real-time secu-
rity of each executor by that feedback mechanism; In [48],
Guoxi Chen et al. proposed a feedback method that com-
prehensively considering the online hours and historical
breached times of each executor. Although the mechanism
is dynamic to a certain extent, it is still difficult to effectively
prevent network attackers from repeating the previous suc-
cessful attacks to online executors.

Inspired by congestion control ideas in computer networks,
we design a reliable feedback mechanism and the evalua-
tion method for feedback indicator Sfb, and we apply it to
the OSSSA. The feedback mechanism comprehensively
considers the initial security performance and the real-time
security performance of the executors at each scheduling
moment. Specially, we refer to the setting method of the
congestion window to formulate the feedback indicator S ifb
of each executor in two aspects: on the one hand, S ifb will
increase in stages when the executor Ei is in normal state,
so that the executors with better initial or security perfor-
mance can be scheduled in priority, and the scheduling closed
loop can be avoided; on the other hand, S ifb will drop sharply
when the executor Ei returns to abnormal state, which allow-
ing the network managers to have enough time to repair
the abnormal executors. Each time when the output agent
of mimic defense system obtains the output, the feedback
indicators of each executor in Sr will be updated. The fac-
tors included in the feedback mechanism are defined as
follows.

a: STATE FLAG
By setting the state flag E iflag of executor Ei, we can identify
whether an executor is scheduled, and mark the changing of
its working states. The state flag E iflag of Ei is defined as
follows:

E iflag =


0, Ei /∈ So,
1, Ei in normal state and Ei ∈ So,
2, Ei in abnormal state and Ei ∈ So.

(9)

b: REMAINING REPAIR TIME
We simplify the vulnerabilities repair process and propose a
reasonable assumption: the network managers have the abil-
ity to repair the vulnerabilities of an executor or can replace
an abnormal executor within a certain period of time, so that
the executor in the same number can restore to normal state
again. Under this assumption, we use the scheduling time T
as the unit, define the remaining time RTi for vulnerabilities
repair process of executor Ei, and update it at each scheduling
time T :

RTi =


Rimax , E iflag = 2,

RT−1i − 1, E iflag ≤ 2 and RT−1i ≥ 1,

0, E iflag ≤ 2 and RT−1i = 0.

(10)

where Rimax represents the maximum remaining time for vul-
nerabilities repair process of executor Ei.

c: FEEDBACK GAIN IN A SINGLE TIME
We set the feedback gain in single time g in the feedback
mechanism in order to control the fluctuation ranges of the
feedback indicators Sfb. g needs to be set by the network
managers according to the practical application scenarios and
the scale of different mimic defense systems.
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d: INITIAL PROBABILITY OF ABNORMAL OUTPUT
In the mimic defense system, since the security performances
of the different executors are different, and the degree of
network threats faced by different practical application sce-
narios is also different, so we define the initial probability
of abnormal output Pα to describe these two difference.
The Piα of executor Ei can be obtained by a security test when
Ei joins the Sr :

Piα =
times of abnormal output from Ei

times of data input to Ei
. (11)

e: SLOW START THRESHOLD IN POSITIVE FEEDBACK
Similar to the slow start threshold ssthtrsh of congestion
control in computer networks, we set the slow start thresh-
old in the positive feedback sstfb, which can help to avoid
forming the local scheduling closed loop. The sst ifb of each
executor Ei can be calculated by (12):

sst ifb =
g
Piα
. (12)

f: BREAK-POINT VALUE
This factor is used to immediately save the value of feed-
back mechanism when the security state of executor Ei is
changed from the normal to the abnormal.WhenE iflag= 2 and

S i(t−1)fb ≥ 0, we save the S ifb by formula (13):

S ifbsave =
S i(t−1)fb

d1
, (13)

where d1 is a positive integer, set by the network managers;
S i(t−1)fb represents the feedback indicator S ifb updated by feed-
back mechanism after the mimic defense system gets the
output at number (t-1) times.

After giving the definitions and setting methods of the
factors included in the feedback mechanism, we propose a
complete feedback mechanism and its quantitative evalua-
tion method applied to the OSSSA, which is mathematically
expressed as follows:

S itfb =



−sstfb × Rimax , E iflag = 2,

S i(t−1)fb + g, E iflag = 1, 0 ≤ S i(t−1)fb < sst ifb,

S i(t−1)fb +
g
2
, E iflag = 1, S i(t−1)fb ≥ sst ifb,

S ifbsave, RTi = 0, E iflag = 1, S i(t−1)fb < 0,

−sstfb × RTi , RTi ≥ 1, E iflag ≤ 1,

S i(t−1)fb , RTi = 0, E iflag = 0.

(14)

where S itfb represents the feedback indicator of executor Ei
updated by feedback mechanism after the mimic defense
system gets the output at number t times.
In the feedback mechanism defined by formula (14), when

Eoi is in normal working state, its S ifb will increase at a faster
rate before reaching the threshold sst ifb, and slow down its
growth speed after reaching its threshold. Correspondingly,
whenEoi is attacked and becomes insecure, its current S ifb will

first be saved as the break-point value S ifbsave according
to (13), and then be updated to a negative value with a
large absolute value. If in the subsequent Rimax scheduling
moments, the executor that in the abnormal working state
has not been scheduled again, S ifb will be gradually restored
to a negative value with a smaller absolute value. When
the network manager successfully repairs or replaces that
abnormal executor within Rimax , the feedback indicator will
jump to a positive value again and automatically be updated
to S ifbsave. This feedback mechanism aims to achieve
real-time differentiated feedback on the security performance
of the online executors by designing a complete evaluation
method.

B. WORKING MECHANISM OF THE OSSSA
The OSSSA is a scheduling strategy algorithm that is divided
into three working phases. After introducing the quantitative
methods of the three key indicators, we will describe the
working mechanism of each phase and the related calculation
methods in the three working phases of the OSSSA.

In the first phase of the OSSSA, it will evaluate the actual
performance of each executor Ei, including initial perfor-
mance S iper calculated by formula (4) and real-time secu-
rity performance calculated by formula (14). In this phase,
the OSSSA evaluates the actual performance S iA of Ei through
formula (15):

S iA = w1S iper + w2S ifb. (15)

Similar to formula (4), w1 represents the weight of S iper ,
w2 represents the weight of S ifb, and their sum is 1.
In the second phase, the OSSSA first selects an executor

from Sr={Ei|i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m} according to the method of
sorting from small to large, and sets it as the seed execu-
tor, which is represented by the symbol Eis(i = 1,2,3,. . . ,m).
After selectingE is, the OSSSA comprehensively considers the
actual performance of each other executor Ej(j = 1, 2, . . . ,
i − 1, i + 1,. . . ,m) in Sr , and the heterogeneity Hij between
each executor Ej and the seed executor E is calculated by
formula (7). In this phase, the OSSSA obtains the adaptability
evaluation S jB of each Ej according to formula (16):

S jB =


w3S

j
A + 100w4(w5Hij +

w6
m−2

∑
w Hjw),

j 6= i and w 6= i, j and m ≥ 3,
0, i = j.

(16)

where w3 represents the weight of S jA, and w4 represents
the weight of heterogeneity, the sum of them is 1. Besides,
w5 represents the weight of Hij and w6 represents the
weight of 1

m−2

∑
w Hjw, and their sum also is 1. In addition,

1
m−2

∑
w Hjw represents the average heterogeneity between

the executor Ej and other executors except for the seed
executor Ei. After that, the OSSSA selects (n-1) execu-
tors ranked from high to low according to S jB in the (m-1)
remaining executors Ej, which forming the adapted executors
set Si(Si =

{
Ek1,Ek2, . . . ,Ekn−1,E is

}
, Si ⊆ Sr ) of the seed
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executorE is withE
i
s itself together.We obtain the performance

evaluation S iC of the adapted executors set Si by formula (17):

S iC =
S iA + S

k1
B + S

k2
B +, . . . ,+S

k(n−1)
B

n
. (17)

In this phase, the OSSSA traverses from the smallest
executor number and sets each executor as seed executor E is.
If the Sr contains m executors, it can obtain a total of m
adapted executors set Si and their performance evaluation S iC .
When the OSSSA obtains the set Si in this phase, it compre-
hensively considers the actual performance and the hetero-
geneity of the executors.

The first two phases of the OSSSA have fully considered
the security performance and mutual heterogeneity of the
online executors. In the third phase, theOSSSAwill introduce
certain randomness, in order to increase the uncertainty of the
mimic defense system showing to the attackers. Specifically,
in the third phase of the OSSSA, it will select x candidate
executors sets in the all Si by sorting the performance eval-
uation S iC from high to low, and then randomly select one
executor set Si from them as the final scheduling result of
the OSSSA.

By working in phases, the OSSSA can select an online
executors set with better real-time security performance at
each scheduling timeT. From the perspective ofmathematical
analysis, the OSSSA is helpful to reduce the risks of the
executors be breached and increase the possibility that the
abnormal executors return to the normal state, so that µ can
be increased and λ can be decreased in formula (14).

C. ALGORITHM FUNCTION MODULE
After elaborating the design idea of the OSSSA and the
calculation methods of evaluation indicators in each phase,
we establish a scheduling controller model as shown in Fig. 3,
which aims to further clarify the implementation process of
the OSSSA, and the position of the OSSSA in the structure
of the mimic defense system as well. The functions of each
logical module included in the OSSSA are as follows.

FIGURE 3. OSSSA function modules in the scheduling controller.

1) PARAMETER MODULE
This module stores various parameters that need to be manu-
ally set by the network managers in the OSSSA, including
m, n, Sm, g, d1, x, Rimax and all weight parameters have

mentioned in this article. The network managers can set these
parameters in the parameter module and change them when
necessary, so as to effectively manage the entire the OSSSA
mechanism and the scheduling process of the mimic defense
system.

2) FEEDBACK MODULE
This module is responsible for receiving feedback informa-
tion from the output agent in mimic defense system, which
includes the output results of each online executor Eoi and
the final voting result of the output agent. After judging the
consistency between them, the feedback indicator of each
executor S itfb will be updated in real-time by the OSSSA
feedback mechanism contained in this module. After that,
the updated information will be sent to the information mod-
ule. At the same time, this module will update RTi according
to the feedback mechanism after receiving the signal at the
scheduling time T.

3) INFORMATION MODULE
This module obtains the information of each executor Ei
from the Sr , including the number, information of the net-
work components, and working state of Ei. At the same
time, this module can calculate and store the actual per-
formance evaluation S iA. Besides, information module will
regularly report the various information of Ei stored in it
to the network managers through the northbound interface
module.

4) SCHEDULING DECISION MODULE
When this module receives the scheduling moment signal T
generated by the scheduling timing algorithm, it will make
scheduling decisions according to the second and third phases
of the OSSSA and the information received from the infor-
mation module. In addition, this module is also responsible
for sending the current scheduling decision to the executors
resource pool in order to schedule the executors.

5) NORTHBOUND INTERFACE
In addition to the modules related to scheduling, the OSSSA
also provides a northbound interface for encrypted informa-
tion exchange. The network managers can set and modify the
key parameters of the OSSSA through the northbound inter-
face, and regularly receive information about each executor
Ei returned by the information module.

D. ALGORITHM FLOW
Based on the working mechanism and functional module
design of the OSSSA algorithm, we present the algorithm
flow of the OSSSA and the feedback mechanism contained
in it. Algorithm 1 describes the feedback mechanism, which
will receive a copy of the output results produced from the
output agent, update the security performance of each online
executor in real-time, and provide key information when the
OSSSA makes scheduling decisions. Algorithm 2 describes
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the OSSSA, which will make a secure and reliable scheduling
decision when the signal of scheduling moment T arriving.

Algorithm 1 Feedback Mechanism in the OSSSA
Input: the set of online executors outputs α, the voting result

from output agent, scheduling timing T
Output: the feedback indicators of each online executor S itfb

// Initialization phase
1: initialize parameters n, g, d1, Rmaxi
2: obtain S i(t−1)fb , RTi , sstfb
3: if received signal from scheduling deci-

sion module, update scheduling timing T
// when receive information from output agent

4: calculate flag E iflag of each executor Ei
5: under each scheduling timing T, update RTi of each

executor Ei
6: if E iflag=2 and S i(t−1)fb ≥ 0: //when the security state of Ei

turns to abnormal
7: S ifbsave← S i(t−1)fb / d1
8: update S itfb by formula(14)

9: else if E iflag≤ 1 and RTi = 0 and S i(t−1)fb < 0://when the
security state of Ei turns to normal

10: S itfb← S ifbsave
11: else:
12: update S itfb by formula(14)

Algorithm 2 Optimal Seed Scheduling Strategy Algorithm
Input: signal from scheduling timing algorithm, custom

parameter settings from network managers, information
about each executor from Sr

Output: online executors set So
// Initialization phase

1: initialize parametersm, n, sm, g, x, d1, Rimax and all weight
parameters

2: evaluate S iper when each executor joins Sr
// when receive signal from scheduling timing algorithm

3: calculate S iA by formula(15)
4: for i=1, i++, i≤m:
5: set Ei as the seed executor E is
6: calculate heterogeneity Hij
7: calculate S jB by formula(16)
8: get the set of suitable executors for E is
9: calculate S iC by formula(17)

10: end
11: S io ← randomly select a corresponding set from the

largest x of S iC

E. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDICATOR
After introducing the scheduling mechanism of the OSSSA,
this part introduces two evaluation indicators and their
calculation methods for evaluating the performance of
scheduling strategy algorithm.

1) ANTI-ATTACK PERFORMANCE
The core goal of the scheduling strategy algorithm in CMD is
to improve the anti-attack performance of the entire system,
that is, the ability to resist external attacks. We calculate the
ratio of normal outputs in the mimic defense system, in order
to quantify the anti-attack performance of the scheduling
strategy algorithm. To achieve this goal and describe the
security performance of the executors in different network
environments and time processes, it is necessary to first cal-
culate the abnormal output probability Piβ of executor Ei in
real-time.

In CMD, a network attacker can only detect a single
online executor at a time, and the rest of the executors in the
online executors set are invisible to him. Besides, considering
that the initial anti-attack performance of different executors
is different, executors implemented with the same network
components may have the same unknown weaknesses, and
the breached executors have higher security risk before the
vulnerabilities are repaired or replaced, we propose to adopt
the formula (18) to calculate the abnormal output probabil-
ity Pjβ of each online executor Eoj when network attackers
detect the online executor Eoi. On this basis, we can eval-
uate the anti-attack ability of different scheduling strategy
algorithms.

Pjβ =


Pjα +

1−Pjα
Rjmax

RTj , j = i,

(1− Hij)Piβ +
1−Pjα
Rjmax

RTj , j 6= i,
(Pjβ ≤ 1), (18)

where Hij indicates that when online executor Eoj is sched-
uled, its heterogeneous with online executor Eoi detected by

the network attackers; 1−Pjα
Rjmax

RTj represents the additional risks
from the network attackers before the vulnerabilities known
by them are repaired or replaced. Before being scheduled
offline, the probability of the abnormal executor breached by
the same network attack again is 1.

2) RELIABILITY
Based on the analysis in section III, we have learned that
the reliability of a scheduling algorithm is related to the
initial performance Sper , historical accumulated feedback
indicator Sfb, and the heterogeneity Hij between executors.
Therefore, we quantitatively evaluate the reliability of the
scheduling strategy algorithms with the performance evalu-
ation SC of online executors set So. In addition, counting the
scheduling time T of the first abnormal output of the mimic
defense system is also helpful to further learn the reliability of
different scheduling strategy algorithms in the early running
stage of the mimic defense system.

V. SIMULATION
This section verifies the performance of the OSSSA in two
ways: conducting software simulation and real experiment.

In the software simulation part, we theoretically verify the
performance of different scheduling strategies under various
network parameters. Specifically, we simulate the working
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processes and defense effects of different scheduling strat-
egy algorithms, then analyzes specific experimental data
in detail to respectively verify the reliability performance,
the anti-attack performance, the universality performance of
the OSSSA mechanism, and the performance of the feed-
back mechanism contained in the OSSSA mechanism in four
group experiments.Wewill introduce the software simulation
experiments in detail from part A to part C of this section.

Besides, we build a mimic domain name server (DNS)
system and carry out real network experiments, which can
further verify the advantages of the OSSSA in improving the
system reliability and anti-attack performance, as well as the
defense effect of the CMD.

A. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS DESIGN
To better focus on the actual performance of the scheduling
strategy algorithm in the software simulation experiments,
we first simplify some experimental conditions.

1) Since the mimic defense system is mainly applied to
high-value key network equipment, and the scheduling
timing algorithm is not the research issue of this article,
the simulation experiments assume that the scheduling
timing algorithm generates a new scheduling time T
whenever input agent obtains external data input, which
in order to maximize the defense performance of the
entire system.

2) We do not consider the information interaction delay
between the modules of the mimic defense system
in different practical application scenarios, the delay
caused by the data interactions and computing abil-
ity in the practical hardware, and the delay caused
by software and compiled languages with different
performance.

3) The main purpose of the scheduling strategy algorithm
is to obtain an online executors set with high-security
performance at the scheduling time. Therefore, we do
not consider the expense of hardware and software
resources brought by the introduction of CMD and the
adoption of different scheduling strategy algorithms in
the practical application scenarios.

4) Considering the compatibility of the network compo-
nents in each mimic component layer of the executors,
we set a single executor as the smallest unit of the
experiment. Moreover, the interface compatibility and
protocol between the modules in the practical mimic
defense system, as well as the difference in the output
result format of different online executors, are currently
not included in the research scope of scheduling strat-
egy algorithms, so they are not considered in simulation
experiments.

The parameter settings in the simulation experiments and
their basis are as follows.

1) Initial performance S iper : the simulation experiments
set the S iper of each executor Ei by taking a ran-
dom number in (50,100), which can better simulate

different practical application scenarios and obtain uni-
versal parameter settings.

2) Heterogeneity between executors Hij: since the
heterogeneity Hij is usually a key indicator when con-
structing an practical mimic defense system, it is gen-
erally ideal. In our experiments, Hij is set to satisfy the
distribution β(7,3).

3) Initial probability of abnormal output Piα: considering
that the initial anti-attack ability of different executors
in the same system are different, the simulation exper-
iments obtain Piα of Ei by (19):

Piα = Pbase × ramdom[
1
d2
, d2], (19)

where Pbase represents the reference probability of
abnormal output, which is used to simulate the degree
of network security risk faced by the entire practical
mimic defense system. d2 is an integer factor, allowing
Piα has a certain degree of randomness based on Pbase,
which means that the initial security risks of differ-
ent executors composed of different network com-
ponents are different. In each simulation experiment,
Pbase = 0.05, d2 = 2.

4) Custom parameter settings: in the simulation exper-
iments, the settings of the parameters that need to
be customized by the network managers are shown
in Table 6. Besides, in simulation experiments, each
experiment contains 100,000 scheduling moments T,
whichmeans that all scheduling strategy algorithms run
100,000 times.

TABLE 6. Custom parameter settings.

B. COMPARISON ALGORITHM
In order to verify that the OSSSA is more advanced in secu-
rity and reliability than the current mainstream scheduling
strategy algorithms in the CMD, we set the completely ran-
dom scheduling strategy algorithm (CRSSA) [18], [30]–[32],
and the Random Seed Scheduling Strategy Algorithm with
Feedback (RSSSA-F), as the comparison algorithms of
the OSSSA.

The contribution of the OSSSA is reflected in two aspects:
the introduction of three key factors and their evaluation
methods, and a complete working mechanism that including
a reasonable selection method for seed executor. Since the
CRSSA does not consider the key factors of the executors,
we introduce the CRSSA as a comparison algorithm to
verify the importance of the key factors in the OSSSA in
improving the defense performance of the mimic defense
system. Besides, the Random Seed Scheduling Strategy
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FIGURE 4. The reliability performance of different scheduling strategy algorithms. (a) The average SC of the online executors sets.
(b) Proportion of reliability improvement.

FIGURE 5. The anti-attack performance of different scheduling strategy algorithms. (a) Normal output ratio in 100,000 scheduling
moments. (b) Total abnormal output times within 100,000 scheduling moments.

Algorithm (RSSSA) [33]–[35] is another mainstream
scheduling strategy algorithm. It considers the running per-
formance and heterogeneity of the executors, but lacks a
reasonable seed executor selection method and feedback
mechanism. We combine the RSSSA with the feedback
mechanism designed by us to form the RSSSA-F algorithm,
so that we can verify the necessity and reasonableness of the
working mechanism in the OSSSA in improving the defense
performance of the system.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Under the experimental conditions described in part A of
this section, this part shows the results of four simulation
experiment groups and makes deep analyses of them.

1) RELIABILITY
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. The horizontal
axis represents the specific scheduling time T in the timeline
with a total of 100,000 scheduling times, and the vertical
axis represents the experimental results about the reliability
performance.

From Fig. 4(a), it is not difficult to find that the average
value Sc of the online executors set So obtained under the

OSSSA mechanism is higher than that of the CRSSA and
the RSSSA-F in each working stage of the mimic defense
system. This verifies that due to considerate the key indi-
cators which can improve the algorithm reliability and the
adoption of scheduling process, the OSSSA can indeed obtain
a more reliable online executors set at scheduling moments.
In Fig. 4(b), we can find that with the development of time,
the reliability of the OSSSA can be stably improved by about
10% compared with the RSSSA-F, and 20%-25% compared
with the CRSSA. In Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), we can draw the
experimental conclusion that the OSSSA has better reliability
than the existing mainstream scheduling strategy algorithms.

2) ANTI-ATTACK
The experimental results of the anti-attack experiment for
different scheduling strategy algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.
Where the horizontal axis has the same meaning as the hor-
izontal axis in Fig. 4, and the vertical axis represents the
experimental results about the anti-attack performance.

From Fig. 5(a), we find that when the initial proba-
bility of abnormal output is 0.05 and the abnormal out-
put probability Pβ of each executor is calculated by the
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FIGURE 6. Algorithm universality when faced with varying degrees of network security risks. (a) The average SC of the online executors sets.
(b) Proportion of reliability improvement. (c) The first time of abnormal output. (d) Normal output ratio in 100,000 scheduling moments. (e) Total
abnormal output times within 100,000 scheduling moments.

formula (18), the normal output ratio in 100,000 scheduling
moments of the system adopting the OSSSA mechanism is
up to 99.8% when the system gradually stable, which is more
than 0.2% higher than the system adopting the RSSSA-F
and about 2% higher than the system adopting the CRSSA.
When the output agent produces abnormal output, it indicates
that the mimic defense system has been breached by net-
work attacks. Therefore, the experiment results show that the
OSSSA mechanism has better anti-attack ability than other
mainstream scheduling strategy algorithms when facing the
same network risk. Fig. 5(b) shows the number of abnormal
output produced by the output agent under different working
processes, which indicates that the OSSSA can better help
the mimic defense system produce less abnormal output.
In Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), it is not difficult to find that the
mimic defense system adopting the OSSSA can get a higher
ratio of correct output than the comparison groups, thus veri-
fying that the OSSSA has the better anti-attack performance.

3) UNIVERSALITY
We verify the universality of the OSSSA when facing differ-
ent network risks and in different system scales respectively
by changing the reference probability of abnormal output

Pbase and the number of executors in Sr . Furthermore, we can
learn whether the OSSSA has better security performance
and reliability than the comparison algorithms in different
practical application scenarios.

We conduct six experiments with Pbase set from 0.01 to
0.25, and the rest of the experimental conditions are the same
as those in Part A of this section. Besides, each experiment
also contains 100,000 scheduling times T. When faced with
varying degrees of network security risks, the experimental
results of reliability and anti-attack performance of the three
scheduling algorithms are shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we can find that with the increase
in network risks, the average SC of the online executors
sets selected by the three algorithms all tend to stabilize
at 50-100 after a sharp drop at the beginning, and the average
SC of the OSSSA is always higher than that of the RSSSA-F
by more than 5%, higher than that of the CRSSA by more
than 15%. The experimental results not only verify that SC
can indeed reflect the reliability of the online executors, but
also indicate that the OSSSA is more reliable than the other
two mainstream scheduling strategy algorithms when facing
different network security risks. Fig. 6(c) shows that the
mimic defense system with the OSSSA can run normally for
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FIGURE 7. Algorithm universality when applied to mimic defense systems with different scales. (a) The average SC of the online
executors sets. (b) The first time of abnormal output. (c) Normal output ratio of the OSSSA and the RSSSA-F. (d) Normal output ratio of
the OSSSA and the CRSSF.

a longer time and show stronger reliability at the early stage of
system working process than the system with the RSSSA-F
or the CRSSA under different network risks. By analyzing
the data in Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(e), we find that the CMD can
effectively improve the security performance of key network
equipment in different practical scenarios, and the normal
output ratio of themimic defense system adopting theOSSSA
is higher than that of the mimic defense system adopting the
RSSSA-F or the CRSSA. For example, when Pbase is 10%,
the experimental data of the OSSSA, the RSSSA-F, and the
CRSSA are respectively 99.260%, 98.575%, and 94.406%.
This experiment verifies that compared with the RSSSA-F
and the CRSSA, the OSSSA can further improve the ability
of a mimic defense system to resist network attack under
different degrees of network risk.

In order to verify the universality of the scheduling strat-
egy algorithm applied in mimic defense systems of differ-
ent scales, we conduct 5 experiments with the number of
executors m in the executors resource pool Sr from 4 to 8,
and the other experimental conditions are the same as the
parameters set in Part A of this section. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 7. FromFig. 7(a), we can find that the
average SC of online executors sets obtained by the
OSSSA mechanism is stable and always higher than

the average SC obtained by the other two scheduling
strategy algorithms in mimic defense systems with different
scales. Fig. 7(b) shows that under different system scales,
the systems that apply the OSSSA can always safety run
for a longer time. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) verify that the
OSSSA has high reliability in mimic defense systems of
different scales. In Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d), we can make a
conclusion that when the number of redundant executors m
is 4-8, the OSSSA always maintains the advantage of security
performance compared to the RSSSA-F and the CRSSA, and
its normal output ratio is always higher than 98.5%.

To show more clearly the advancement of the OSSSA
in terms of reliability and security performance, we respec-
tively summarize the experimental data of the two main
evaluation indicators, the average SC of the online execu-
tors sets, and the normal output ratio of the entire system
in Table 7 and Table 8.

4) VERIFICATION OF THE FEEDBACK MECHANISM
This experiment is used to verify the reasonableness of
the feedback mechanism in the OSSSA. According to the
continuous-time Markov process, a reasonable feedback
mechanism is a key factor to improve the reliability and
security of the scheduling strategy algorithm. Therefore, this
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TABLE 7. The average SC of the online executors set in experiments.

TABLE 8. The normal output ratio of in experiments.

experiment verifies the reasonableness of the feedback mech-
anism in the OSSSA from the perspective of controllability
and real-time differentiated feedback. Under different time
scales in the reliability experiment for scheduling strategy
algorithms, the fluctuations of feedback indicator S1fb of the
executor with number 1 in mimic defense system adopting
the OSSSA mechanism are shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8(a), it is not difficult to find that the feedback
indicator S1fb obtained by the feedback mechanism in the
OSSSA has upper and lower bounds, that is, the numerical
range is controllable. From Fig. 8(b), we can see that the feed-
back indicator S1fb is continuous in the scheduling moments
and can reflect the practical security states of executor E1
in real-time. In addition, the trends in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b)
verify that when an executor is selected into the online execu-
tors set So and works normally, its feedback indicators will
increase, whereas its feedback indicator will become negative
when it is breached by attackers. This experiment verifies
that the practical trend of Sfb conforming to the design idea
of the feedback mechanism in section IV, and the complete
and reliable feedback mechanism proposed by us can better
differentiate the real-time security of the executors, which
helps mimic defense system resist the threats from coordi-
nated attacks and APT.

D. EXPERIMENTS UNDER MIMIC DNS SYSTEM
In this part, we will introduce the real experiments based on
our own mimic DNS system in detail.

1) BASIC INFORMATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
For describing the real experiments in detail, we first intro-
duce the basic information about the experiments and mimic

FIGURE 8. The feedback indicator S1t
fb under different time scales.

(a) 10,000 scheduling moments. (b)100 scheduling moments.

DNS system. The topology of the real network attack experi-
ments is shown as Fig. 9. In the mimic DNS system, the agent
includes input module, output module, scheduling controller,
and voting module, which forms the system with five DNS
executors and provides reliable DNS service to clients.

Besides, The information of each component in the mimic
DNS system is shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9. The information of the mimic DNS system.

We set the feedback gain g contained in the feedbackmech-
anism as 2, the other parameters contained in the OSSSA
that need to be initialized are set to the same value as the
corresponding parameters in Table 6. Furthermore, in order
to verify the defense performance of the different algorithms
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FIGURE 9. The topology of the experiments.

when the mimic DNS system faces different network risks,
we set the attack traffic sent by the attacker as 5% and 10%
and conducted two groups of experiments respectively. The
attack traffic in the experiments refers to the queries that can
modify the results of one or more online executors.

2) EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSES AND RESULTS
In the specific experiment process, we first detected the
information of each online executor by using the agent as
a springboard and continuously penetrating the system, and
then exploited the vulnerability of each executor as shown
in Table 10 to poison the cache of the corresponding DNS
executors. Finally, we launched coordinated attacks randomly
and successfully breached the mimic DNS system by tamper-
ing the system response with error ip address.

In the real network experiments, we set the CRSSA and
the MTD mechanism as the comparison algorithms. We can
verify the advantage of OSSSA in improving the real-time
security performance by comparing it with the CRSSA.
In addition, we can verify that whether CMD is an active
defense mechanismwith better security performance by com-
paring with a MTD system degraded from CMD. In each
group of the real experiments, the total number of domain
name queries is 10000 for each algorithms.

Moreover, we introduce the defensive efficiency ηd
expressed by formula (20) to better show the improvement
of system defense capability brought by different algorithms
and defense mechanisms. The improvement is caused by the
redundancy of the executors and the dynamics of scheduling.

ηd = 1−
abnormal output times

attack traffic
. (20)

Table 10 and Table 11 respectively shows the experimental
results of real experiments when the attack traffic accounts
for 5% and 10% of the total queries.

Table 11 and Table 12 clearly show that compared with
the mimic defense system deployed the CRSSA, the mimic
DNS system deployed the OSSSA has higher average SC ,

TABLE 10. The vulnerability of each executor.

TABLE 11. The experimental results when the attack traffic is 5%.

TABLE 12. The experimental results when the attack traffic is 10%.

normal output ratio, and defensive efficiency. The experi-
mental results prove that deploying the OSSSA in a practical
mimic system can significantly improve the reliability and
anti-attack of the system. In addition, the experimental results
of the OSSSA and the CRSSA are also better than those
for the MTD, which shows that the CMD theory can indeed
improve the network defense capability of network key facil-
ities compared with the mature MTD. Furthermore, it can be
concluded from Table 12 that the OSSSA is able to guarantee
the mimic DNS system with high-security performance even
when the system faced huge network risk, which verifies that
the OSSSA has strong robustness.

In summary, by deploying OSSSA in a practical DNS sys-
tem and conducting real experiments, we not only verify the
advancement of OSSSA in enhancing the defense capability
of the system, but also prove the reliability of CMD theory.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY
This paper proposes the OSSSA mechanism for the mimic
defense system, which has strong reliability, security, and
universality performance, and also verifies its performance
by conducting simulation experiments and real experiments.

We first introduce the phenomenon of information asym-
metry between attackers and defenders in cyberspace secu-
rity, and a new active defense method called cyberspace
mimic defense theory. After that, we elaborate on the impor-
tance of the scheduling strategy algorithm in mimic defense
theory and its current research achievements. In order tomake
a deep study on the scheduling strategy algorithm, we model
a mimic defense system, and then use a continuous-time
Markov process to mathematically analyze the working states
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of the mimic defense system. In section IV, we propose
the OSSSA mechanism on the basis of the mathematical
research, and describe it in detail by giving its key design fac-
tors, calculation methods, functional modules, and algorithm
flow analysis. Besides, we also describe the working process
of feedback mechanism included in the OSSSA in detail.
In the experimental part, by conducting software simulations
and real experiments, we not only compare the performance
of the OSSSA with the current mainstream scheduling strate-
gies in detail, but also further deploy the OSSSA in a practical
mimic DNS system and launch real attacks.

The experimental results show that the scheduling strat-
egy algorithm proposed by us indeed has stronger reliability
and better security performance than the current mainstream
algorithms in this field, and has the ability to improve the
defense effect of mimic defense systems in different network
conditions. In addition, by comparing with the CRSSA and
the RSSSA-F, we verify the necessity and effectiveness of the
three key factors and the working mechanism in the OSSSA.
Moreover, in section V, we also verify that the feedback
mechanism contained in the OSSSA can indeed differentiate
feedback the security of the executors in real-time. Further-
more, in the real experiments, the experimental results are
close to the results of simulation experiments, which verifies
the reliability of the simulation experiment, the advancement
of the OSSSA, and the reliability of CMD.

In general, the OSSSA comprehensively considers and
evaluates the different key factors of the mimic defense sys-
tem in different phases. Therefore, the OSSSA can achieve
an optimal combination of executors during the scheduling
moments by improving the security and reliability of the
entire mimic defense system. Besides, the OSSSA mecha-
nism contains some weight parameters, which can not only
adjust the importance of each key factor, but also enhance the
flexibility of the algorithm in different practical application
scenarios. It should be pointed out that for the OSSSA is a
complete and reliable scheduling mechanism that focuses on
defense performance, it requires higher resource expense than
other mainstream scheduling strategy algorithms. In some
practical scenarios with low security requirements, the advan-
tage of the OSSSA in defense performance may not be so
obvious.

Looking forward to the future, we will do further research
based on the OSSSA mechanism proposed in this paper,
and put forward a more reasonable and concise scheduling
mechanism to improve security performance and operational
efficiency of mimic defense system. Furthermore, we will
integrate the research results with more cyberspace security
scenarios closely, and help promote CMD to the industry.
We firmly believe that our research work, the OSSSA and
its feedback mechanism, are helpful to the academic research
on the scheduling mechanism of the mimic defense system
and the development of CMD, and are also helpful to reverse
the grim situation of information asymmetry between the
attackers and defenders caused by unknown network weak-
nesses in cyberspace.
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